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I. Introduction



 Baseline: 1.2 billion jobs are 

closely linked to eco-system 

services.

 Inaction: By 2030, 2% of working 

hours can be lost to disasters and 

posing OSH threats.

 Action: Achieving the 2-degree 

target brings net employment 

gains of 18 million new jobs by 

2030, but also include deep impact 

on employment and labour

Climate change impacts on jobs and productivity

Advancing social justice, promoting decent work

Shift to 
greener 

economies 

New jobs 
created

Some jobs 
eliminated

Some jobs 
redefined 

Some jobs 
substituted 



Economies have 

lower emissions and 

climate change 

vulnerability

Quality jobs increase

and social justice 

advanced

A Just transition aims to maximize climate action and 

minimize negative social impacts of a green transition, 

while maximising opportunities.

Planning for a just transition has clear positive impact on the 

labour market including

 Job and income gains are maximized 

 Risks of job and income losses are minimised and 

addressed

 The vulnerable are protected and included

II. Concepts: Just Transition
to environmentally sustainable economies and societies for all  



Macro/Sector

Macroeconomic

Industrial and sector

Employment

Enterprises

Skills

Labour market

Labour Protection

Occupational safety and 
health

Social protection

Policy coherence and 
effective institutional arrangements

Social Dialogue
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ILO Just Transition Guidelines  - 2015 – formulated by 
governments, employers’ and workers’ representatives  

Just transition 

and decent work 

referred to in the 

2015 Paris 

Agreement on 

Climate Change



II. Concepts: Social protection and climate change

‣ Core function of SP: reduces household 
debt, supporting investments/livelihoods

‣ Adaptation: social assistance & DRM 
(short term); + training for sustainable 
livelihoods (longer term)

‣Mitigation: sustainable land and forest 
management and public employment 
programmes 

‣ Just Transition:  e.g. linking unemploy-
ment protection and training/ALMPs



ILO’s approach to social protection in the context 
of climate change and a just transition 

Supporting climate 
change adaptation

• Protection from 
current and future 
climate change 
impacts (incl. risk 
transfer/insurance)

• Sudden-onset and 
slow-onset

Supporting climate 
change mitigation

• Rehabilitation/ 
restoration/ conser-
vation through SP

• Supporting the 
transition to net zero/ 
incentivizing low 
emissions, move to 
green/formal jobs

Building systems 
towards universality

• Increasing coverage, 
adequacy as well as 
risks covered (and 
anticipated)

• Maintaining 
functionality 
throughout



Questions to the audience

Do you think the transition will, by default, bring positive social outcomes?  

What do you think will be the (social) implications of transitioning to a low 

carbon economy/society?



‣ Social assistance, e.g. 4Ps: 

- Scaling up in case of disaster

- Building resilience ex ante; disaster 
preparedness knowledge and skills

‣ In the wake of Typhoon Haiyan:

- Integrated Livelihood and Emergency 
Employment Programme (DILEEP): 
emergency employment opportunities 

- Linked to social insurance 

III. In practice: Philippines



III. In practice: China 

‣ Forest Conservation Programme support:

for lost revenue (SEOs), income and 
services (employees), forest conservation 
(units)

‣ Sloping Land Conversion Programme:

cash for conservation activities, “health    
and education” top-up; grain subsidy 
converted to cash



III. In practice: Paraguay 

‣ Poverty, Reforestation, Energy and Climate 
Change Project (PROEZA)

- promoting forest planting and reforestation 
(carbon capture and storage) 

- supporting local households financially, 
diversity their livelihoods (ag. production) 
for resilience to climate change impacts

- capacity building will support good 
governance and law enforcement



III. In practice: Spain

‣ Coal regions- addressing the social impacts of the coal mine closure

- Fixed and a variable compensation for the voluntary termination of 
employment

- Early retirement as well as 

- Support for relocation, reskilling and employment services, placed-
based investments



IV. Regional challenges, trends & implications
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“… we see that this is not just about commitment or concepts, we would 

like to see how this can be implemented. When we say just transition, in 

the context of our development and green economy programmes and 

climate actions, we really expect that the just transition towards green 

economy will not only be just, but also fair and affordable.”

Dr Medrilzam, BAPPENAS Director of Environmental Affairs at COP26)

‣ Core function of social protection: existing social protection programmes

‣ Adaptation: ASP Roadmap (BAPPENAS) linking social assistance & DRM, 
some longer term elements on prevention and rehabilitation

‣Mitigation and Just Transition:

V. Context of Indonesia



‣ to “accelerate efforts towards the 

phase-down of unabated coal power” 

‣ and “inefficient fossil fuel subsidies”

‣ recognising the need for support 

towards a just transition

Just Transition Declaration

VI. COP26 Agreements

https://ukcop26.org/supporting-the-conditions-for-a-just-transition-internationally/


‣ process “towards an environmentally sustainable economy, which needs to be well 

managed and contribute to the goals of decent work for all, social inclusion and the 

eradication of poverty”

‣ “aim that new jobs, and transitioning jobs, support the creation of decent, formalised, 

and sustainable work … coupled with effective support for reskilling and training, as well 

as adequate, inclusive, and sustainable social protection for those in need”

https://ukcop26.org/supporting-the-conditions-for-a-just-transition-internationally/

Just Transition Declaration



Resources (I)



‣ Protecting the Hardest Hit, 8 November – YouTube

‣ Achieving a Just Transition towards Net Zero: Challenges & opportunities    

a with a focus on Africa, 11 November – YouTube

…and more (see e.g. ILO COP26 engagements in highlights)

Resources (II): Relevant COP26 side events

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgBmPNfZFRs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ClrdiFSZqA
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/green-jobs/news/WCMS_826139/lang--en/index.htm


Thank you!
dankmeyer@ilo.org; romanc@ilo.org

http://climatechange.social-protection.org 

mailto:dankmeyer@ilo.org

